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QUESTION 1

A company is hosting its static website in an Amazon S3 bucket, which is the origin for Amazon CioudFront. The
company has users in the United States. Canada, and Europe and wants to reduce costs. What should a solutions
architect recommend? 

A. Adjust the CloudFront caching time to live (TTL) from the default to a longer timeframe. 

B. Implement CloudFront events with Lambda@Edge to run the website\\'s data processing. 

C. Modify the CloudFront price class to include only the locations of the countries that are served. 

D. Implement a CloudFront Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) certificate to push security closer to the locations of the
countries that are served. 

Correct Answer: C 

A. This could be an option, since static content won\\'t change that much. 

B. It\\'s a static website, there is no processing. 

D. What does an SSL have to do with reducing costs? 

CloudFront edge locations are grouped into geographic regions, and we\\'ve grouped regions into price classes. The
default price class includes all regions. Another price class includes most regions (the United States; Canada; Europe;
Hong Kong, Philippines, South Korea, Taiwan, and Singapore; Japan; India; South Africa; and Middle East regions) but
excludes the most expensive regions. A third price class includes only the least expensive regions (the United States,
Canada, and Europe regions). 

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonCloudFront/latest/DeveloperGuide/PriceClass.html 

 

QUESTION 2

A company is building a website that relies on reading and writing to an Amazon DynamoDB database. The traffic
associated with the website predictably peaks during business hours on weekdays and declines overnight and during
weekends. A solutions architect needs to design a cost-effective solution that can handle the load. 

What should the solutions architect do to meet these requirements? 

A. Enable DynamoDB Accelerator (DAX) to cache the data. 

B. Enable Multi-AZ replication for the DynamoDB database. 

C. Enable DynamoDB auto scaling when creating the tables. 

D. Enable DynamoDB On-Demand capacity allocation when creating the tables. 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 3

As part of budget planning, management wants a report of AWS billed items listed by user. The data will be used to
create department budgets. A solutions architect needs to determine the most efficient way to obtain this report
information. Which solution meets these requirements? 

A. Run a query with Amazon Athena to generate the report. 

B. Create a report in Cost Explorer and download the report. 

C. Access the bill details from the billing dashboard and download the bill. 

D. Modify a cost budget in AWS Budgets to alert with Amazon Simple Email Service (Amazon SES). 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 4

A company processes images into thumbnails and returns an email confirmation to the end user upon completion. The
company\\'s existing solution is facing performance bottlenecks and scalability issues. The company wants to migrate
this process to AWS and implement a solution that requires the least possible configuration 

Which solution meets these requirements? 

A. Use Amazon S3 to store images and send notifications to AWS Lambda Configure an AWS Lambda function to
process the images into thumbnails, store the thumbnails in Amazon S3, and send an email confirmation through
Amazon Simple Email Service (Amazon SES) 

B. Use Amazon S3 to store images and send notifications to Amazon Simple Queue Service (Amazon SQS) Configure
an Amazon EC2 instance to poll the SQS queue to process the images into thumbnails, store the thumbnails in Amazon
S3, and send an email confirmation through Amazon Simple Email Service (Amazon SES) 

C. Use Amazon S3 to store images and send notifications to Amazon Simple Notification Service (Amazon SNS)
Configure Amazon SNS to invoke an AWS Lambda function to process the images into thumbnails, store the thumbnails
in Amazon S3, and send an email confirmation through Amazon Simple Email Service (Amazon SES). 

D. Use Amazon S3 to store images and send notifications to Amazon Simple Queue Service (Amazon SQS) Configure
an AWS Lambda function to retrieve the messages from the SQS queue process the images into thumbnails, store the
thumbnails in Amazon S3, and send an email confirmation through Amazon Simple Email Service (Amazon SES) 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 5

A company must re-evaluate its need for the Amazon EC2 instances it currently has provisioned in an Auto Scaling
group. At present, the Auto Scaling group is configured for minimum of two instances and a maximum of four instances
across two Availability zones. A Solutions architect reviewed Amazon CloudWatch metrics and found that CPU
utilization is consistently low for the EC2 instances. What should the solutions architect recommend to maximize
utilization while ensuring the application remains fault tolerant? 
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A. Remove some EC2 instances to increase the utilization of remaining instances. 

B. Increase the Amazon Elastic Block Store (Amazon EBS) capacity of instances with less CPU utilization. 

C. Modify the Auto Scaling group scaling policy to scale in and out based on a higher CPU utilization metric. 

D. Create a new launch configuration that uses smaller instance types. Update the existing Auto Scaling group. 

Correct Answer: D 
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